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NEW YEAR WISH 2009
FROM KKF CHAIRMAN
To my dear younger Khmer-Krom
As your chairman, speaking on behalf of all KKF leaders, I would like to extend
our best wishes to you for the New Year, 2009.
Looking back to the year of 2008, you have many reasons to celebrate. At the
8th World Convention of Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation our people have
elected the youth president, Serey Chau, to the Board of Directors with
the highest decision making body . At the International Conference in Australia
the youth panel stood out, impressed the general audiences and inspired the
younger participants. At the local level, you have enriched your activities by
promoting sports, amusements, education, and researches. For the first time, the
youth from New Zealand made astrong impact to the Khmer-Krom youth moments.
Looking ahead to the year of 2009, I believe that you will continue to grow, both in the number of your
membership and the quality of your work. To pursue our “Long March To The Motherland” strategy,
you must concentrate not only on today’s necessities but also on what we need in the future. So, you
have to invest in building the human resources that is capable of dealing with any challenges a head of
you. And it should start with each and every one of you as individual.
Cheers!
To Kim Thong
(KKF Chairman)

Happy New Year!
~ 2009 ~
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Preface
This seventh edition of the Youth Voices Magazine continues to bring exceptional news of the days to
Khmer-Krom Youths and to Khmer-Krom global community, with special attention paid on the human
rights violation in our homeland —Kampuchea-Krom.
Another milestone has been achieved by KKF and KKFYC who organized the Four Freedoms Forum –
Human Rights in Asia-Pacific on December 5-7, 2008 in Australia. The conference delivered outstanding results: to mark the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, to showcase
Khmer-Krom Culture & Identity and to highlight Khmer-Krom human rights issues in our homeland to
the international academic community and to the human rights organizations and foreign Governments, to
learn about new avenues from the international academic community on how to best realize selfdetermination in our homeland, and to set framework on unifying Khmer-Krom and the Khmer-Cambodia
community as one Khmer voice to stand against Vietnam’s ongoing aggression.
For the past few months our Khmer-Krom youths around the world have been extremely active. KhmerKrom youths from around the world such as from Europe, Asia, Australia, New Zealand and North America attended and helped organize the Human Rights conference in December 2008, and participated at
Khmer-Krom Youth Discussion Panel at the conference with outstanding voices and perspectives. All
youths expressed optimism on the outcomes of the conference, and shown great interests on helping KKF
realize its goals in order to further Khmer-Krom cause—to free Khmer-Krom people in our homeland
from Vietnam’s iron-fist policy.
Other youth activities have taken place such as Khmer-Krom youths in New Zealand and Australia are
growing in size on their collective recruiting drive to form larger youth groups and to create Khmer-Krom
youth voice in the region. On the other side of the world, Khmer-Krom youths across Ontario province,
Canada is busy studying Khmer language which the classes are being organized by the Khmer-Krom
community, in order to preserve Khmer-Krom identity.
And last but not least, our magazine brings invaluable lessons on Discovering Khmer-Krom Roots and
news that matter to Khmer-Krom youths and to Khmer-Krom global community such as the human rights
situation from our homeland, and new developments on human rights front around the world.
On welcoming the Universal New Year of 2009, Khmer Kampuchea-Krom Federation Youth Committee
(KKFYC) wishes Happiness, Good Health, Success, and Prosperity to all youth members, to the Khmer
community, and to all humanities. With special wish to our Khmer-Krom compatriots in our homeland a
new year with LONG OVER-DUE FREEDOM and JUSTICE from the Vietnamese tyranny.
With Khmer-Krom Pride, KKFYC team thank you for your constant support and for believing in us!
Or-Kun (Thank YOU)!
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Can Vietnam Communists Do the Right Thing by Granting
World Community’s Entry to Learn First-Hand on Human Rights?
By Raksa Kim and Sira
The Vietnam Communist Government is tripping over its heel again. It
has been accusing the Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation of telling
lies in regards to the human rights violation committed against the
Khmer-Krom people living in Kampuchea-Krom. Over and over again,
it has proved to the world that what Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation has spoken is the truth about the human rights violations in Vietnam.
RFA in Vietnamese had interviewed Marco Cappato, a MEP from Italy, on December 20, 2008 about the Vietnam delegation’s visit to the
European Parliament. Marco Cappato had mentioned that the Vietnam
delegation had told the European Parliament that its government do not violate any human rights and refused to answer the questions in regards to religious freedom in relation to one of the Vietnamese Buddhist
organisations and about the Khmer-Krom human rights issue. The best they can do is deny everything
or refuse to give answer to the questions that they cannot answer without putting their reputation at risk.
The Vietnam Communist (VC) government of all levels not only abuse the rights of the Khmer-Krom living
in Kampuchea-Krom but also to other members of the international community such as the current refusal
of entry of Marco Giacinto Pannella who is a member of the European Parliament and President of the
Transnationals Radical Party and Marco Perduca who is a member of the Italian Senate. Their visas were
granted by the Vietnamese Embassy in Rome but got denied in Cambodia before they could board the airplane from Cambodia to Vietnam in the morning of December 23, 2008[1]. The purpose of their journey to
Vietnam is to conduct the fieldwork and investigate the situations in regards to the human rights violation.
This abrupt change of plan on the Hanoi regime by denying MEPs’ entry obviously demonstrates Vietnam
has many things to hide on human rights. The whole world now knows it first hand; it is only Vietnam continues to deny. Maybe Vietnam has its own definition to what human rights is and that definition is different
to the rest of the world. However, this argument does not fly with the educated community and the free
world any longer. The Hanoi regime is clearly embarrassing themselves in front of the whole world from
this incidence.
If the Vietnam Communist Government has nothing to hide, why are they refusing to let Marco Giancinto
Panella and Marco Perduca to enter Vietnam to see things on the ground themselves? After all, it has always said that Vietnam has no human rights issues. So what is it scared of? The Vietnam communists are
very good when it comes to mischievous behaviour, but when it comes to law and orders, it does not seem
to know how to do the right thing and often end up biting its own tail.
Congresswoman Loretta Sanchez representing the largest Vietnam community outside of Vietnam in the
world spoke in support of the Vietnam Human Rights Act 2007 had also said that over the past two and a
half years she had been denied for visa to visit Vietnam three times. The government of Vietnam has been
denying visa to visit Vietnam to anybody who works for a human rights organisation or supporting the human rights movement. Loretta Sanchez had also said that before being accepted in the WTO in
January, the government of Vietnam assured the world that they would make significant progress in the
1. http://www.voanews.com/vietnamese/2008-12-24-voa8.cfm
2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo2q1J0MYYI&feature=related
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area of human rights. But Vietnam continues to ignore its human rights issues. I wonder how long the Vietnam government can stay ignoring the human rights issues and start facing the truth. How can the international community trust them when many promises have been made but none were realised. This is the video
clip to Loretta Sanchez’s speech in support of the Vietnam Human Rights Act 2007[2].

As time goes by the whole world continues to uncover how bad the citizens of Vietnam are being treated by
the Vietnam Communist government, especially against the Khmer Krom people, while the advancement of
technology today, has helped bringing out the truth and bleak situation from Khmer Krom homeland on the
contrary to the rosy picture being painted by the Hanoi regime’s propaganda machine. The communist government of Vietnam has to stop hiding things and manipulating the free world; but start fixing the past
wrongs with its own citizens. If the government of Vietnam is genuine about its national unity, then concretely offer Khmer Krom people a meaning freedom. One choice is to grant Khmer Krom the rights to selfdetermination or an autonomy of sort. These Rights are intrinsically enshrined in the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples of Article 3 and Article 4, whereby Vietnam has proudly ratified it. Khmer
Krom around the world has witnessed Vietnam’s ratification of the Declaration and do expect Vietnam to
deliver and live by its words. Based on this Declaration, the Hanoi regime should change its disastrous and
trickery course and mend major gaps with its indigenous peoples such as the Khmer Krom people. Khmer
Krom people in homeland (the Mekong delta) have lost everything and have been turned into slaves on their
own land by the Vietnamese occupiers is fundamentally genocidal to the Khmer Krom race. For Vietnam to
build few houses (on foreign aid) for a few local Khmer Krom families designed to mend fences is not genuine and not viable for Khmer Krom’s long-term survival at all.

The VC Government Aims to Preserve and Promote
Cultural Diversity – Will they keep their words this time?
By Sophac Thach
As we can see, culture becomes more than just part of one’s identity. Culture influences different aspects of
people’s perception and aspirations of life. Enhanced knowledge about people’s origin and way of life will
inculcate a sense of pride and motivation to preserve positive aspects of one’s culture and in turn triggers a
desire to improve living standards and contributes to the development of the country.
On December 15, 2008 a European Commission (EC) representative was speaking at an AsiaEurope Meeting
(ASEM) seminar on Cultural Diversity.
According to the news released by vnagency.com, Deputy Minister of Culture, Sports, and Tourism, Mr. Tran
Chien Thang had mentioned that Vietnam’s cultural policy aims to preserve and promote the diversity of cultural expressions among its 54 ethnic groups nationwide. He also added that, “A series of policies regarding
the preservation of cultural diversity have been implemented in Vietnam, including the development of its
traditional handicrafts industries, and the creation and implementation of social and cultural infrastructure and
supporting cultural activities.
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If the government of Vietnam is serious about promoting cultural diversity and if they worry about the potential loss of the rich and extraordinary diversity of cultural, social, and ethnic manifestations, then they will
have to acknowledge the relevant information such as building a museum that can display the cultural indemnities of the ethnic groups in Vietnam. Another thing they could do is to allow the ethnic groupspublish textbooks about their ethnic culture and makes it available to the public, especially the students so they could
learn about the different cultures. If the Vietnam government truly wants to preserve the cultural diversity in
Vietnam, they must allow the ethnic group to independently organize and preserve their own culture without
the interference of the government. The ethnic groups know best about their own culture and tradition so the
leaders of the ethnic culture must be their own people and not the Vietnamese leaders representing the ethnic
groups. In order to achieve the objective, the government must allow all groups to be represented and to be
able to communicate on the things that matter to the ethnic groups.
Khmer-Krom culture is currently under the control of the Vietnam Government. The leader of Khmer-Krom
Cultural Department is Vietnamese, not Khmer-Krom. Khmer-Krom are like puppets and do what ever and
when ever the Vietnamese ask us to do and gain a tiny fraction of the money that is earned. The Vietnamese
should not use our cultural events to gain benefits for their government. There are many examples in regard to
this issue. It is always Khmer-Krom people who organize our cultural events such as the dragon boat race in
Khleang, Ox-race in Moth Chrouk and put on performances such as Khmer traditional dance but the Vietnamese are the ones who sell the tickets and make all the money. We put in our time, energy and money but we
get not even 1% of the money that was made from the event. Vietnam is making business out of KhmerKrom culture because our culture is one of the tourist attractions in Vietnam. We want to gain those benefits
so that we can develop our community and further education our younger generation about our culture and
tradition.
According to Xavier Troussrad, Head of the EC for Cultural Policy and Intercultural Dialogue, “Vietnam is
one of the first countries in the region to ratify the 2005 UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions.”
It is important that Vietnam takes the initiative to preserve and promote cultural diversity, and implementing
it is also not an easy task. With that being said, Vietnam must take further steps to do everything like it said it
would for the best interest of its citizen.

2008 Last Quarter Events Highlight KKF Ten Years Progress
in Nonviolent Human Right Struggle
By Romy THACH
Entering 2009, after the recent scandal on December 23rd 2008 when the Socialist Republic of Vietnam did
not allow MEP and Member of Italian Senate to enter Vietnam to conduct Human Right investigation field
trip. What context runs behind between Vietnam, European Union, and KKF Europe (FKKE)?
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The KKF in Europe, as a member of the Transnational Radical Party,
is a respected actor of the Human Rights defense and is not treated as
a separatist group as always repeated by the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam. The TRP which Hon. Marco PANNELLA is the President,
is an NGO opened to any citizens, parliamentarians, and members of
Governments who wish to participate to the affirmation of democracy
and freedom through non violent Gandhian methods. It is a serious
NGO which has a consultative status with the United Nations
ECOSOC. Being present in this organization the FKKE has kept a
notable role to rapport on Khmer-Krom issues.
Hon. Marco PANNELA and KKF President THACH
Ngoc THACH at UNPO GA in may 2008
th

On 25 August 2008, on the initiative of Marco CAPPATO, Rapporteur of the EP on Human Rights issues, the European Parliament’s Sub
-committee on Human Rights has sets an audition meeting on Human
Rights on Cambodia, Lao and Vietnam in Brussels during which
FKKE was invited to witness.
Consecutively, on October 22nd The European Parliament has voted
an important resolution on the new EU-Vietnam Partnership and Cooperation Agreement and Human Rights, during which FKKE was invited into the European Parliament of Strasbourg France to support
this decision. The FKKE dele- FKKE President Vien THACH taking the floor at
the EP SC audition in August 2008
gation conducted by its President Mr. Vien THACH and
counting 17 members including five Buddhist monks went to protest
peacefully against Human Right abuses in Vietnam at the European
Parliament.
The resolution adopted with a great majority of 479 votes in favor,
21 against and 4 abstentions, asked a list of effective actions and
mechanisms to be implemented in the EU-Vietnam new Cooperation
Peaceful demonstration of the FKKE Delegation at the
and Partnership Agreements in which numerous points regarding the
European Parliament in Oct. 2008
Khmer-Krom issues were requested. This awareness and support by
the politics crossing all EU is a very important step in our struggle. Remember that just ten years ago,
Khmer-Krom people were unknown to the International Institution and Media, especially the UN. The Indigenous Khmer-Krom Community in Vietnam was acknowledged by the United Nations only from September 1998, when KKF presented the Khmer-Krom Buddhism of Theravada issues to Dr. Abdel Fattah
Amor who was the Special Rapporteur of the United Nations for Religious Rights in Geneva and before his
field inspection to Vietnam (first and last visit authorized by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam).
Ten years later, on October 2008 the EP voted a resolution where our Rights are defended and even nominative name of our Khmer-Krom heroes are requested to get free. This resolution, the support of an eminent
member of the European Parliament also President of an important Human Right NGO and the support of
its members wishing to visit our compatriots in Kampuchea-Krom in December 2008, illustrate the huge
progress. Seeing where we are now comparing to one decade ago let us dream the best for the future.
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checks were stripped away to pay for the traveling fee
and other paper work fee that the young Khmer-Krom
had to pay for their trip from Vietnam to Malaysia.

Young Khmer-Krom Laborers
Mistreated in Malaysia
By H. Duong

A group of young Khmer-Krom from Khleang (Soc Trang)
has been victimized by the LEP in Malaysia. They complained that, as soon as they arrived in Malaysia, their
travel documents and personal belonging had been confiscated by the LEP representative in Malaysia. This way, the
LEP representative completely took control of the workers.

There is approximately 7 million of the Indigenous
Khmer-Krom Peoples who are living in KampucheaKrom which is now known as Southern Vietnam
throughout the world as well as the recently westerner
travelers. Most of the Indigenous Khmer-Krom Peoples
live in Mekong Delta. It is the land of the tranquility for
the origin of the Indigenous Khmer-Krom Peoples. The
Indigenous Khmer-Krom Peoples have been struggling
to preserve their culture and families’ values from the
assimilation since their homeland has been colonized
by the Vietnamese government.

Based on an anonymous source from Kampuchea-Krom,
they said that a group of young Khmer- Krom workers
were forced to work exhaustedly, but they received no pay
wage of the worked has been done in factory. If they are
lucky, their monthly wage per person is from $300.00 to
$400.00 US dollars. Some of the workers who stood up to
demand for less working hours or get pay for their overtime works were beaten and unable to access or contact to
outside world for help.

Most of the Indigenous Khmer-Krom Peoples practice
Theravada Buddhism. Their Buddhist temples are their
communities’ center and also represent for their profound unique Khmer-Krom culture. Especially, the
elder generation that has uniquely attaching to its culture, land, resources and mainly who are farmers to
maintain and empower the young Khmer-Krom generation to work and live affectionately with richest harmony to communities and friends.

In addition to the Khmer-Krom workers has been working
in long hours and got sick because of lacking of food, sanitation, no money, and no medicine. When these young
workers got really sick and cannot work anymore, they are
allowed to contact his/her family to bail them out. Because
their family is poor too, their family have to sell their properties, such as land or home to get the money to buy the
airfare ticket for their son/daughter to go back home.

Despite there is some of the Khmer-Krom families have
managed to send their children to have education, but
after graduating from school there is no jobs or have an
opportunity to find works in their local province. To
solve the unemployment issues, the Vietnamese government has launched and established the Labor Export Program (LEP) to export its cheap labor workers
to other the countries like Malaysia, South Korea, Taiwan, etc...

Moreover, in some cases, Khmer-Krom girls signed a contract to work abroad as regular workers in the factories.
Unfortunately, they were trapped in the human trafficking
and forced to work in brothel house in Malaysia and feel
embarrassing to disclose what she is doing in Malaysia to
her family in Kampuchea-Krom.

Most of the young Khmer-Krom cannot find works in
his/her hometown due to lack of education, job training,
and the locals factories. The young Khmer-Krom has to
force his/her to seeking with the best of an opportunity
to find works abroad to provide financial support for
his/her families, even they have to face in uncertainty
imperil future in other countries.

In Kampuchea-Krom, because of living in poverty, the
young Khmer-Krom people just desperately look for jobs
to support their family. When they heard about the LEP
from the Vietnamese government, they just simply think
that it is a program to help the poor like themselves. When
they signed the contract for LEP, they have no knowledge
as of the result of exploitation. The widespread of the
young Khmer-Krom people were trapped in the LEP exploitation is the modern tactic of the human slavery and
human trafficking that the Vietnamese government has
been implementing. The Human Rights advocates and
NGOs need to raise the awareness and help preventing the
young Khmer-Krom fall into LEP exploitation, especially
help saving the Khmer-Krom girls from falling into the
human trafficking.

The dilemmas from the abroad workers continue phenomena stories of the LEP in several years in Malaysia.
The first of attraction that Vietnamese government uses
is to lure the young Khmer-Krom from Mekong Delta to
sign and guarantee under contracted that it would pay
decency according to the hourly works. But in the contrary, many young Khmer-Krom had worked and did not
get pay for the works that had been done. Their paid
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Khmer-Krom student monks: Pilgrimage and insight meditation
Make offering to Khmer-Krom monks who are imprisoned
By Venerable Binh Kim
Khmer-Krom student monks held a pilgrimage and vipassana “insight meditation” with Thai monks to spread the
loving kindness to five Khmer-Krom monks who were imprisoned at Kleang province, in southern part of Vietnam,
and venerable Tim Sakhorn was disrobed by Tep Vong and
Sao Chan Thol who are the ministers of Cambodian
monks, the supreme patriarch of Cambodia.
I am a Khmer-Krom monk student who is also one of Venerable Tim Sakhorn’s students, is remorseful and decided
to take action by participated in the annual meditation retreat for hundreds of kilometers for ten days. There were sixty-five other monks who are my classmates
from other countries have come together to propagate the loving- kindness for our ancestors who we are
highly respect and especially for our innocent monks who love his Nation, Religion and Motherland and as
a result, their rights and freedom is being violated by Vietnam Communist Government.
The Buddha said: “Natthi Santi Baran Sokkan”
“No happiness equal to calmness.”
“Every thing in the world is impermanent, it usually changes, and any person can modify their ideas.”
I hope that “Hatefulness can change by love”
“Revenge can extinguish by compassion”
“Doubt can extinguish by belief and confidence”
“Darkness can stand for light”
“No unity can bring about disaster”
“Unity can bring about happiness for all human being”
Eventually, we take refuge to Triple Gem and pledge
to be superior and so I chanted and meditated “may all
monks’ happiness and their health remain strong to
help the Nation, Religion and Motherland. The arrival
of the New Year may I give my fellow compatriots the
four blessing- (Ar Yuh, Van Nak, Sokka, Polak), Age,
Beauty, Happiness and Power and wealth of Humanbeing, Divine and Nirvana.
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OUR HOMELAND “THE MEKONG DELTA”

My Khleang Province, Kampuchea-Krom
Researched and Written by Preynokornews Team
Khleang (Soc Trang) is ranked second in term of
population of the indigenous Khmer-Krom people
in homeland. The Preah Trapeang (Tra Vinh) province which is known as the highest concentration of
Khmer-Kroms, with 70 percent of Khmer Krom
people having culture, tradition and Buddhist temples--the soul of Khmer-Krom Nation in Kampuchea-Krom.
Geography
Khleang (Soc Trang) is a province in KampucheaKrom. The province is located in the Mekong
River Plains and is bordered on the northwest by
Prek ReaukSey (Can Tho) province, on the southwest by Poleav (Bac Lieu) province, on the northeast by
Preah Trapeang (Tra Vinh), and on the southeast by the South China Sea.
The area is 3,223 KM², with the surface of the agricultural land is 249,088 Ha. The surface of the industrial
forest is 20,815 Ha. The surface of the rich wood is 40,206 Ha. The surface of the seafood is 41,382 Ha.
The surface of forest land is 16,015 and the surface 72 Km².
Population
The actual population of Khmer-Krom in the province is unknown. The Vietnam authorities always have
tried to hide in order to deny the Khmer-Krom’s true existence in the homeland.
Administration
Khleang province is under the control of Vietnamese government and is divided into many districts as follow:
1. Khleang (Soc Trang) city
2. Andoung Toeuk (Long phu)
3. Ksach (Ke Sach)
4. Chrouy Nho (Vinh Chau)
5. Bay Chhao (My Xuyen)
6. Koh Tung (Cu Lao Dung)
7. Compong Thom (My Tu)
8. Pong Toeuk (Thanh Tri)
In each of the districts above was divided into 10 communes and 8 villages.
Khmer-Krom Buddhist temples in Kampuchea Krom
• In the province of Khleang, there are 91 Khmer-Krom Buddhist temples
• Khleang (Soc Trang) city there are seven temples
• Andoung Toeuk (Long Phu) there are 14 temples
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OUR HOMELAND “THE MEKONG DELTA”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ksach (Ke Sach) there are five temples
Chrouy Nho (Vinh Chau) there are 21 temples
Bay Chhao (My Xuyen) there are 18 temples
Koh Tung (Cu Lao Dung) there is one temple
Compong Thom (My Tu) there are 16 temples
Pong Toeuk (Thanh Tri) there are nine temples

There are 32 Sala Chhortean (Six roomed hall or building used for the
Distribution of gifts to beggars).
Khmer-Krom Ancient Sites in Khleang Province
1) Sub-Buddhist institute has been into a national museum, is located in the south side of Khleang pagoda
in Khleang city. The museum’s architecture was built in Khmer style during the ancient time.
This museum has been known in public as a sub-Buddhist Institute in Kampuchea-Krom which was inaugurated by the former Cambodia King Norodom Sihanouk in after Kampucea-Krom territory was signed away
by French colonial administration to Vietnam to colonize in 04/06/1949 which has geographically isolated
Khmer-Kroms from their Khmer Kingdom in the mainland Cambodia. Because the museum has strong historical links to Khmer past in the region, its operation was seized by the Vietnamese authorities. As of present days, the museum has been opened to public in order to try and retain Khmer-Krom heritage such as
Satra documents, ancient Khmer-Krom cloths, ancient houses, pagodas, music, etc., but the museum is under the strict control of the Vietnamese government.
When we visited this museum, we will know and understand about life, tradition and culture of Khmer
Krom aborigine still daily in khleang provine.
2) Kleang pagoda is considered a renowned center of Khmer Krom Buddhism and culture and is one of 91
pagoda in Kleang province.
Khleang pagoda was built in 1533 by Khmer-Krom provincial governor, Mr Phanhja Tak who was appointed by Khmer King Ong Chan (1516-1566). Governor Phanhja Tak with the support of Khmer-Krom
locals agreed to found a pagoda and named it Khleang Pagoda. Governor Phanhja Tak had also appointed
Venerable Sok, aged 61, was a resident monk for 40 years at Luon Basak Pagoda in Bai Chhao district,
Khleang province, to be the first head monk of the newly founded pagoda.
During the construction of the pagoda, in order to build the pagoda’s foundation, workers were ordered to
dig three ponds to obtain sands and gravels. One is located at northeast of the pagoda; the second is at east;
and the third one was set at southeastern. One pond in the east was removed in 1962 (according KhmerKrom Buddhist archives).
Khleang Pagoda has 3 terraces for representing Buddha, Dharma and Monks. The first terrace had 4 portals
that point at 4 directions and has gent poses hand stick on pillar of portal pagoda. Other sides there are large
flashy style and many excellent artistic decorations. On top of second veranda of the east and west, there are
double steps; of the north and south there also a step with one side of the terrace. The third veranda which is
next to temple there are two steps forward to the temple at the west and other two to ward to the eat.
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In the temple there is a statue large of Buddha which is decorated with golden sheets, escorting some small
statues which some of them were stood and the other were created with seating style. All windows and
doors were carved by heart wood of tree with the flower artistic decoration and moon styles, gods, and giant
on the back of animal.
3) Serey Teichho Moha Top Pagoda was built in 1569 BC. The pagoda is at Nº 73 BLV, Le Hong Phong
Street, third commune, third district, Khleang (Soc Trang) city, Khleang (Soc Trang) province.
Serey Teichho Moha Top Pagoda was a Khmer ancient site, had been known for nature beauty with popular
animals live in the pagoda, with many paintings and art works in display. The pagoda was ornamented with
artistic decorations of Khmer arts that could attract the good feeling and enjoyments among many visitors.
With suspicion among the Khmer-Krom locals, on June 15, 2007 the Serey Teichho Moha Top Pagoda was
burned down due to unknown reasons. It is at a cultural loss for all Khmer-Kroms to have one of the oldest
temples to be permanently destroyed. To this day, many Khmer-Krom locals still think that the ancient pagoda was destroyed intentionally by the Vietnamese occupiers in order erase our Khmer-Krom history in
homeland?!
4) Brosat Kong Pagoda is the oldest in Khleang province, built in 1224 BC, is located in Brosat Kong village, Kom Pong Doug commune (Tham Don) Bay Chhao district (My Xuyen). The pagoda is known by
Vietnamese in the public as Wat Tayoung (Chua Tat Giong) because Vietnamese newcomers did not know
how to speak Khmer language and did know what to call the pagoda. The region is also called Brosat Kong
“Kong castle” hence the pagoda was named after.
5) Serey Sokhum Sro-Long Pagoda was built in 1815 BC, Sro-Long Village, Chrouy Tum Commune
Bay Chhao district. The pagoda always called by the Vietnamese as Wat Chou SaLong (Chua Salon) or
Chou Che Kieu (Chua Chen Kieu) literally means Chan Orm Benng in Khmer (or porcelain bowl) . In the
past, the Vietnamese newcomers used to see a lot of porcelain bowls hanging on the pagoda’s walls.
At the pagoda’s gate there are three towers and it is carved in the names in two languages such as “Wat
Serey Sokhum Sro-Long” in Khmer and “Chua Salon (Chen Kieu)” in Vietnamese.
Besides showcasing magnificence and grandeur of Khmer arts, the pagoda has also been a cultural and
learning center for the Khmer-Krom locals and as a major revenue-drawing on tourism industry for the
Vietnamese government.
- Serves as a place for Khmer-Krom locals to study Khmer literature
- Serves as a place for Khmer-Krom locals to advance on their religious studies. The pagoda has founded a
“Pali School” or in Vietnamese “Truong Bo Tuc Van Hoa Pali Trung Cap Nam Bo Tinh Soc Trang. The
Pali School was founded in 1992.
- Serves as a studies center consisting of three levels:
The first level called “Thnak Trey” in this level there are seven subjects for studying such as, the
biography of the Buddha (study of Gotama Buddha’s story), novice monk’s discipline (study of the
rule of young monk under 20 age), The moral principle of Buddhism (grade 1), Khmer language dictation, Khmer language grammar, essay writing as Khmer and Vietnam languages, and Mathematics
(equivalent to grade 3th of Vietnamese public school).
The second level is called “Thnak Tho” which offers seven subjects of studies: to study about the
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story of general disciple of Buddha, to study the moral principles of Buddhism at grade two, study
about Bhikkhu discipline, Khmer language dictation, Khmer language grammar, essay editing as Khmer
and Vietnam languages, and Mathematics (equivalent to grade 4th of Vietnamese public school).
And the third level is called “Thnak Ek” which offers seven subjects: to study about the story 25 Buddha, to study about the metaphysics, study about Bhikkhu discipline, Khmer language dictation, Khmer
language grammar, and essay writing as Khmer and Vietnam languages, and Mathematics (equivalent
grade 5 of Vietnamese public school).
Due to political reason, the Khmer-Krom Pali school has now been structured and taught majorly in Vietnamese, while Pali and Khmer studies are supplemental subjects.
Khmer Krom Buddhist monks who now attend the Pali school, have to spend four years to study Mathematics,
Physics, Vietnamese history, and chemistry. Pali and Khmer are taught only two hours per week. When they
graduate, the ministry of education youth and training regards it equal to high school level. The Vietnamese
government has turned a Khmer-Krom Pali school into a public school and forced the Khmer-Krom monks to
study non-religious subjects.
Venerable Duong Nhon is both of Wat Preak Ondoek and he is a president of association in Khleang province.
Venerable Tang No is an assistant director. Both are powerless to stand for the Khmer-Krom rights in the province.
On February 8, 2007, there was a peaceful protest, conducted by more than 200 Buddhist monks from the Pali
School before Khleang provincial governor’s office to seek their rights. After the demonstration, there are five
monks were arrested and then sent to prisons until now. Moreover, all other monks are still being imprisoned
and their studies have been banned too.
Khmer-Krom Cultural Celebrations in Khleang
1) Water Festival
The water festival is celebrated for three days, in twelve, thirteen, fourteen, November every year. There are
more than 40 TUK NGO (Dragon boat) teams in the province. The Tuk NGOS are used to celebrate the Festival.
The shops sell a lot of things during the Festival, but in the third day have to give out rewards to the winners of
Tuk Ngos and at night Khmer-Krom conduct Okombok, Sampeahpreahke. This festival is traditional that all of
khmer krom people celebrate every year in monastery and house.
2) Pchhumbend Festival
Pchhumben is a religious ceremony which is celebrated after the full moon in the month of Phatrabot. KhmerKrom people celebrate the same calendar as in Cambodia. All Khmer-Krom people especially old men, women,
and teenagers they go to pagoda at 4:00 o’clock in the morning for marching round the temple and throwing
“Bay Ben” on 15th we call Pchhumbend. They go to pagoda all together carry rice and food to give the monks
and the monk pray to their ancestor at 12 o’clock then is finished this festival.
3) Kathina Festival
Other province in Kampucheakrom can celebrate Kathina festival that Buddha allowed 29 days after finish
rainy season (3 monhts). However, in Khleang province, the Vietnamese government allow only one day. After
the peaceful protest by Khmer Krom Buddhist monks from the Training Pali High School on February, 8th
2007, now the Vietnamese government has loosened their iron grip on the Khmer-Krom locals in the province
to follow discipline of Buddha to celebrate on more days.
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Four Freedoms
By Serey Chau
Looking back at what our Khmer-Krom Youths around the world have done as a KKFYC team, as a Director
of this team, I am really proud of what we have achieved. We have been working around the clock from every
corner of the world to help raise awareness about the Human Rights violations that our unfortunate Indigenous Khmer-Krom Peoples in Kampuchea-Krom are facing.
At the Conference in Australia “The 60thAnniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Right Human
Rights in Asia-Pacific Advocating the Realization of All - All Human Rights for All” that was organized by
Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation (KKF) and Hawaii Institute for Human Rights (HIHR) from December
5-7, our KKFYC team once again brought a lot of attention to the participants and especially the speakers
when our team spoke at the panel “When Youth Come Alive: The Potential for a Future of Four Freedoms
Among Humanity”.
The conference in Australia gave me an the opportunity to meet many of our Khmer-Krom, especially our
Khmer-Krom Youths, whom I have been working with for years, but I do not have a chance to meet in person.
Arrived at the Sydney Airport on the early morning on of December 4, I did not even know who will pick me
up. I made a phone call to our Khmer-Krom Temple in Sydney and was told that one of our Buddhist monks,
Venerable Prach, will come to pick me up. It made me feel better because it is easy to recognize him because
he is our Buddhist monk. When I met Ven. Prach, he told me to wait for Makara, one of our Khmer-Krom
Youths from France, who will be coming out soon because his plane was had already landed. Waiting about 10
minutes, finally, I met Makara in person. I have been working with Makara for years via email and telephone.
We took pictures and headed to our Khmer-Krom temple in Sydney.
At the temple, I met a lot of our Khmer-Krom. One important thing that I will never forget about our people is
that even though we never meet before, but when we meet, we have a feeling like we have known each other
for many years. We treat each other just like siblings in a big Khmer-Krom family. Also at this temple, I finally met Raksa in person who is our Khmer-Krom Youth President in New Zealand. At 6PM, Ven. Vanna
took me, Raksa, and Makara to Canberra using his own car. Fortunately, we had a chance to see the scenery
from the car while the sun was setting.
On December 5, the Conference is hosted at the Australian National University in Canberra. It was an eye
opening for me to listen to many great speakers who have the in-depth knowledge and experiences in the area
of Human Rights, especially the rights of the Indigenous Peoples. At this conference, we were honored to welcome the Chief of Staff of the Australian Foreign Affairs.
After our KKF Chairman, Mr. To Kim Thong and Director of HIHR, Dr. Joshua Cooper, opened the conference, the first panel, Mr. Les Malezer ( Director, FAIRA & Chair, Pacific Island Caucus) and Ms. Jo-Anne
Weinmann ( Research Associate, National Centre for Indigenous Studies) talked about “Aboriginal Models of
Advocacy for the Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Indigenous Institutions Involvement with International Law”.
Mr. Malezer told a story about how he became involved with fighting for the rights of the Indigenous Peoples
of Australia. He said that after he graduated from the University and was looking for job, he was discriminated because he is an Indigenous Peoples. To fight for his people’s rights, he started forming an organization
to challenge the discriminated Law of Queensland. After 7 years of struggle, he said that the government of
Queensland finally dismissed that discriminated law.
This is a good lesson for our Khmer-Krom Youths in Kampuchea-Krom. They need to learn their rights and
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organization which is totally contradicted with Article 69 of its own constitution “The citizen shall enjoy freedom of opinion and speech, freedom of the press, the right to be informed, and the right to assemble, form associations and hold demonstrations in accordance with the provisions of the law.”
Mr. Malezer also brought up a very good point about the current situation of Human Rights in the Asia Pacific.
He said that some Governments keep violating the rights of their own citizen because they know that the
global Human Rights system cannot take them to the court. In Asia Pacific, we do not have the Intergovernment association to monitor and implement the Human Rights instrument effectively. We just rely on
the honesty of the Government.
Ms. Jo-Anne presented the strategies that Indigenous Australian Advocacy has used to fight for the rights of
the Indigenous Peoples in Australia, such as: Using International Human Rights Law Domestically; Engaging
with International Institution and Mechanism; Connecting with the global Indigenous movement. She also
mentioned that in Asia Pacific, we are missing the Regional Human Rights treaty to ensure the Governments
are obliged to implement the Human Rights instruments.

The second Panel was presented by Professor James Anaya, UN Special Rapporteur
on the Human Rights and Fundamental. Professor Jame Anaya was recently appointed by the Human Rights Council to succeed Professor Rodolfo Stavenhagen
who has successfully completed his two terms as the Special Rapporteur. Professor
Anaya talked about the role of the UN Special Rapporteur to protect and promote
the rights of the Indigenous Peoples around the world. He explained that the Declaration on the Rights of the Indigenous Peoples set the standard for the State to bind
to it. He emphasized that the Indigenous Peoples will try to improve their living so
they can integrate with the Modern world, but it does not mean that they are willing to assimilate to give up
their own culture and identity. When he was asked when could he go to visit the Indigenous Peoples in Vietnam? He said that the Vietnamese Government has not invited him yet.
As we know that the Vietnamese Government keeps saying that they respect Human Rights, but it is scared to
invite Human Rights Special Rapporteur to investigate the Human Rights situation in its country. Professor
Anaya suggested to our Khmer-Krom to keep sending the Human Rights violation cases to him. Even though
he cannot go to Vietnam, he will try his best to help whatever he can as the UN Special Rapporteur.
The Third Panel was presented by our KKF President, Mr. Thach N. Thach, and Human Rights Watch Researcher, Mrs. Sara Colm. Mr. Thach gave an excellent speech on a brief history of our Khmer-Krom and explained why we are the Indigenous Peoples in Kampuchea-Krom. He also explained briefly about the current
Human Rights violations that our Khmer-Krom people facing in their daily lives.
Mrs. Sara Colm also presented in details about the research that she found how our Khmer-Krom people have
been suffering because their rights are being violated. She mentioned that in Vietnam, there is no former Human Rights NGOs. In Mekong Delta where most of our Khmer-Krom people are living, it has the largest poverty and highest rate of school dropout, and second largest landless. She said that Vietnam does provide some
help to Khmer-Krom, but there are more to be done.
Mr. Kieren Fitzpatrick from Asia Pacific Forum (APF), talked about how the Asia
Pacific Forum can help to promote the Human Rights in Asia Pacific. In 2008,
APF has 17 members. As we know that Vietnamese Communist (VC) always
claims that they always respect Human Rights, but they are scared to open the Human Rights Institution in Vietnam. Thus, Vietnam cannot be a member of the APF
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yet. KKF is not a Human Rights Institution in Asia, but KKF was invited to participate at APF’s conference.
This is an official website of APF: http://www.asiapacificforum.net
Since involving with KKF to seek for the justice for our people back home, I cannot remember how many times I have read the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR), but I do not think that I learned as much as from the talk of Professor Hilary Charlesworth and Professor Peter Bailey from the Australian National University. Professor Charlesworth said that even though UDHR has been
adopted for 60 years, but UDHR is still as a fresh born. She explained the importance of the first article “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights”. Unfortunately, our Khmer-Krom people back home do not have these basic rights.
Professor Charlesworth and Professor Bailey both explained about the argument
that some people claimed that the UDHR was written based on the western culture.
It does not reflect the rights of all people around the world. I was amazed when I
heard from them that most of the people who drafted the UDHR were from Asia.
Thus, it has no reason to argue that the UDHR was written based on the western
culture.
Recently, the VC Government also uses the same tactic claiming that Vietnam has its own way of respecting
Human Rights based on its own culture. The world community cannot interfere and impose how Vietnam
must respect Human Rights. It sounds pretty silly and pity for the VC Government because they try to defend
themselves about violating its own people’s rights in front of the world community. It is not easy for Vietnam
to hide the truth nowadays.
When we finished the conference, some of our people went back to Sydney. The rest of us went to Canberra
Airport departing to Melbourne so we can attend the next day conference at Monash University. It was very
fun because most of the people on the plane flying from Canberra to Melbourne were our Khmer-Krom and
the speakers who will continue to make presentations at our conference in Melbourne.
At the two days conference at Monash University in Melbourne, I had a chance to meet more of our people
who I have never met before. I finally met Ven. Kim Binh from Thailand and Ven. Prey Chea Keoun from
Cambodia. I also met Ven. Ly Ranh who had escaped from Kampuchea-Krom after the VC Government arrested, defrocked, and imprisoned his brother, Ven. Ly Suong and four other monks in Khleang province in
2007.
Since it was a two-day conference, there were many topics that were presented. I just would like to briefly
share some main points that I have learned.
Professor Heisoo Shin who is a Member UN Committee on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) mentioned that even
though UDHR is only a declaration, but many articles in UDHR can be used to
protect the rights of our Khmer-Krom women during the CEDAW periodic review to compel the VC Government to respect our Khmer-Krom’s rights. Professor Shin mentioned that before she came to the conference, she did not know
who Khmer-Krom is. She said it was an eye opening for her and had given
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some profound encouragement statements to our Khmer-Krom Human Rights movement. She said that look
at South Korea right now, before Korea has democratic and freedom as today, many Korean people scarified
for it. Her husband was imprisoned for 2 years because he tried to promote Human Rights, the same as what
our Khmer-Krom is doing right now for our people in Kampuchea-Krom.
I met Professor Mick Dodson many times at the United Nations Permanent
Forum on Indigenous Peoples (UNPFII). I did not know that he is a Law
Professor at the Australian National University until I saw his name as one
of the speakers at our conference. Professor Dodson explained in detail the
meaning of each article in the United Nations Declarations on the Rights of
the Indigenous Peoples.
During the break, I had a chance to talk to him and he explained about our
Khmer-Krom concerns and why Vietnam keeps denying Khmer-Krom as the Indigenous Peoples. He said
that the hosted States usually deny the existence of the Indigenous Peoples. Thus, the Khmer-Krom people
do not need to worry about Vietnam denying us as the Indigenous Peoples in Kampuchea-Krom. The Indigenous Brothers and Sisters around the world will totally understand. Now, we understand and leave the answer for the VC Government to accept the truth or not. The more the VC Government denies our KhmerKrom as the Indigenous Peoples at the UNPFII, the more the world looks at Vietnam with a pity eye.
One of the well-known Human Rights activists and experts from Southeast Asia was also a speaker at our
conference. He is Mr. Rafendi Djamin. He is a Coordinator of Human Rights Working Group Indonesia,
Convenor of Solidarity for Asia People Advocacy (SAPA), Task Force on ASEAN & Human Rights. Mr.
Djamin presented some useful information in regards to helping KKF raise the issues of our Khmer-Krom to
the world, especially in the Southeast Asia region. He mentioned that even though Vietnam does not open its
door for the Human Rights organizations to monitor the current Human Rights issue in Vietnam, but it does
not mean that Vietnam can close its door forever when Vietnam is doing business with the world.
Mr. Djamin gave us an example that in November, he went to Hanoi to open a Human Rights workshop
there. It was not a normal Human Rights workshop because the Government strictly monitored what they
talked about. He said, at least, Vietnam has to accept the truth if it wants to merge into the mainstream of the
world. He also empowered our Khmer-Krom to stay actively involve with the Human Rights movement and
never give-up. He said that he started his involvement with Human Rights since Indonesia was still under the
dictatorship regime. He was imprisoned because he gathered people just to talk about Human Rights. He escaped the country and went to study in Europe. He actively gathered Indonesian around the world to fight for
the rights for the Indonesian, just like KKF has been fighting for the rights for our Khmer-Krom. He said
that, back then, no one would believe that Indonesia could become a democracy country, but it is now. It
would be the same in Vietnam and KKF would be one of the organizations that will help bringing democracy
and freedom for the people in Kampuchea-Krom.
Our Khmer-Krom was amazed when we saw one speaker who is a Lecturer of Otago University, New Zealand spoke about our Khmer-Krom religion. She had great knowledge about how Khmer-Krom people practice Theravada Buddhism. She showed us the map of Kampuchea-Krom that has many dots on it. We wondered what those dots mean. She then explained that each dot represents a Khmer-Krom temple. It was an
honor for Khmer-Krom to meet an expert who spent many years conducting research about our KhmerKrom religion which is an important part of our Khmer-Krom identity.
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From our KKF, besides our KKF Chairman and our KKF President given presentations at the conference, we also have our Khmer-Krom Buddhist monks,
Ven. Thach Berong, Ven. TT Dhammo, and Ven. Ly Ranh. They spoke about
the history of Khmer-Krom religion and how Khmer-Krom people have been
facing the oppression regarding to practicing our religion. One of the main problems that Khmer-Krom is facing in practicing our religion is that we do not have
our own independent organization that serves the best interest of our religion.
Thus, the way we practice our religion still based on the permission of the Vietnamese Communist Government. When our Khmer-Krom Buddhist monks stand up for their rights, they are imprisoned just like the
cases of the five Buddhist monks imprisoning in Khleang province.
The panel that took the longest time at the conference in Melbourne was our Youth panel. It took almost two
hours because our people kept asking us questions. From our KKFYC team, at the panel, we have: Makara
from French, Raksa from New Zealand, Sothy from Australia, and Lenny and I from the United States.
We also had one youth, who was only 17 years old, Jilian Thomsen, from the Gold Coast of Australia. Ms.
Thomsen is a member of the United Nations Youth Assembly. We were amazed
to see how active she is with promoting the rights of the Youths to bring the
youth’s voice to the United Nations. She said that it was the first time that she
heard about Khmer-Krom and feels very remorseful about what our KhmerKrom have been facing. She said she would love to visit our homeland one day
and would do whatever she could to ease our people suffering.
Representing for our KKFYC, Sothy and I were the speakers. I spoke about the
Four Freedoms that the Former US President, Franklin D. Roosevelt delivered to the United States Congress
in January 6, 1941. He proposed four points as the fundamental freedoms for human beings “everywhere in
the world” ought to enjoy: 1. Freedom of speech and expression; 2. Freedom of religion; 3. Freedom from
want; 4. Freedom from fear.
I detailed by explaining that our unfortunate Khmer-Krom people back home do not have those four basic
rights. I would like to briefly share what I spoke about:
Freedom of speech and expression - we have millions of Khmer-Krom in Kampuchea-Krom, but we do not
have an Independent Newspaper or Radio in our language that is operated by Khmer-Krom without the interference of the VC Government. Our people are forbidden to read the Human Rights material. In 2006, one of
Khmer-Krom students in Pol Leav province, Sothy Dinh was arrested and imprisoned for reading the Human
Rights material on KKF Website. The VC Government has newspaper and Radio in Khmer which are used as
a propaganda tool to brainwash our people and also a tool to psychological oppressed them.
Freedom of religion – our people do not have our own independent religious organization. Our Khmer-Krom
Youth must ask for permission from the VC Government before he can ordain to become a Buddhist monk. In
October, 2008, two Khmer-Krom Buddhist monks in Preah Trapeang province were forced to be defrocked to
join the Vietnamese military.
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Freedom from want – currently, our people do not have an independent organization to represent for our
Khmer-Krom, especially our Khmer-Krom students. They are forbidden to organize their own Khmer student
association. In September 2008, our Khmer-Krom students in Prek Ressey province wanted to open a KhmerKrom Student Association just to encourage and provide support to each other in regards to their studies and
to organize some fun activities together. Their application was rejected. They also want to study overseas just
like the Vietnamese students, but the education system that they are being educated under does not qualify
them. The Khmer-Krom students are also facing the discrimination by the Government that blocks their access to a scholarship to study abroad. There is about 40,000 Vietnamese students study in Australia, but none
of them are Khmer-Krom.
Freedom from Fear – Living under the Communist Regime, we all know that the VC Government use force to
oppress whoever standup for their rights. Most Khmer-Krom is fearful to speak up because their lives will be
in danger if they do. Vietnam does not have a legal system that can defend its own citizen. The lawyers in
Vietnam are like puppets of the regime and Khmer-Krom people do not have the rights to defend themselves
in front of the Vietnamese court.
After my presentation about the four freedoms has ended, Sothy continued her wonderful presentation about
how she realized herself as a Khmer-Krom and her involvement with KKF and KKFYC to fight for justice for
our people. She spoke about how our KKFYC works to raise the issue of our Khmer-Krom to the world and
have made an appeal for our youths to join our KKFYC team. After Sothy had spoken, many youths questioned us about how they could help. Our KKFYC team successfully answered all the questions and made a
big impression to our people, even the speakers of our conference were impressed. We saw many people with
teary eyes. One of our elders said that he was crying because he saw the Vivid of HOPE from our team.
Due to work commitment, I had to leave Australia and sadly had to say sorry to Sothy because I could not
stay longer to attend her Wedding. It was a short trip to Australia, but I have learned so much about Human
Rights from the conference. I would like to thank our Khmer-Krom communities in Australia. They worked
together to make our conference successfully. Besides what I have mentioned above, I saw a very positive
sign because many of our Khmer from our Khmer communities in Australia also came to support our KhmerKrom Human Rights movement. It shows the world that WE ARE KHMER.

“ In the future days, which we seek to make secure, we look forward to a world founded upon four essential human freedoms.
The first is freedom of speech and expression--everywhere in the world.
The second is freedom of every person to worship God in his own way--everywhere in the world.
The third is freedom from want--which, translated into universal terms, means economic understandings which
will secure to every nation a healthy peacetime life for its inhabitants--everywhere in the world.
The fourth is freedom from fear--which, translated into world terms, means a world-wide reduction of armaments to such a point and in such a thorough fashion that no nation will be in a position to commit an act of
physical aggression against any neighbor--anywhere in the world.
That is no vision of a distant millennium. It is a definite basis for a kind of world attainable in our own time and
generation. That kind of world is the very antithesis of the so-called new order of tyranny which the dictators
seek to create with the crash of a bomb.”
— Franklin D. Roosevelt, excerpted from the Annual Message to the Congress, January 6, 1941
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Gain College Credits from Involving With KKF & KKFYC
By Charlie Thach
Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation (KKF) is more than just the voice of the Khmer-Krom people. It is
the inspirations and the will of many Khmer-Krom that also serves as hub of network for Khmer and
Khmer-Krom Youths working under the Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation Youths Committee
(KKFYC) team. Many Khmer-Krom college students do not realize that KKF offers great resources, such
as internships and independent studies. The resources that KKF offers help open many doors for college
students.
As a college student, KKF gave me numerous opportunities to attend the United Nations Permanent Forum on the Indigenous Issues (UNPFII) which helped me gain great networks. When I was trying to apply
to a University, my grades was not all that outstanding, but by mentioning my involvement with KKFYC
under the umbrella of KKF, it has set me apart from many other students. My involvement with a nonprofit organization like KKF to promote the Human Rights for the Khmer-Krom People in KampucheaKrom helped me get into one of the top 50 Universities in the United States. And my experiences with
KKF and KKFYC continue to open more doors of opportunities for me.
Two quarters ago, I went into my counselor’s office seeking for some advice and guidance for internships.
I told him of my work with KKFYC and my involvement with the works at UNPFII. My story, intrigued
my counselor, and he told me about an independent study. A student can choose to study a subject independently with the sponsor of a Professor. Getting a Professor to sponsor is easy because the Professor
also benefits from sponsoring the independent study. It was the easiest 3 units of college credits I have
ever received.
By having a first hand experience of working with great leaders with such passions, inspires me to further
my studies, to set my goals higher. I never imagine myself as a leader, but here I am today as a regional
youth president and the president of my fraternity in my school. KKF and KKFYC is a hub of network. I
met people who were as old as my grandparents and still have the passion and the strength to fight for Human Rights. Their ideas and experience help shape my perspective of the world. And one person at a time
that I meet is like a piece of a Jigsaw puzzle. Each person tells me a part of my heritage and as a whole it
tells me of my Khmer-Krom history.
Today my involvement with KKF and KKFYC has helped me make my resume for graduate schools more
appealing. My experiences and guidance from great leaders has shaped my perspectives of what a leader
should be. If I had not chosen to get involve with KKF and KKFYC, I probably would not get into my
college or become the president of my fraternity. To have a chance to learn something that is not written
in book or be the person to write the book is amazing.
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Reflection on KKF Conference in Melbourne, Australia -

“Woke up and Smelled the Roses”
By Kunthear Kien
Growing up I knew I was Khmer-Krom but never really understood the significance of my ethnicity. The only
meaning that I was able to extract from the phrase was merely its literal definition - southern Cambodians. A
few weeks ago that didn’t really mean anything to me besides the fact that we Khmer-Krom merely lived in a
different area to other Cambodians. A few weeks ago I only thought that the tension between the Vietnamese
government and the Khmer-Krom people were just rumours, irritated grumbles of the older Khmer-Krom society. Comments such as the “Vietnamese took our land” or “the Vietnamese government discriminate against
the Khmer-Krom” were, what I thought just old tired complaints from bitter traditionalists who were still
fuming on events that occurred decades past. However, a few weeks ago that all changed. A few weeks ago a
young woman named Sothy Kien spoke at the Human Rights conference and that was when I had my “a ha!”
moment.
I can’t but help to think that being at this Human Rights Conference was a bit of an accident. Whenever there
was some sought of Khmer function, whether it was a wedding, party or something to do with the KhmerKrom society, my parents would usually attend whilst I was caught up in my own world and avoided such
events. However, in retrospect, perhaps this wasn’t an accident – as cliché as it sounds perhaps it was all
meant to be - a sign from the universe telling me to “wake up and smell the roses”.
As Sothy spoke a bridge began to form between myself as an Australian adolescent and the Khmer-Krom
apart of me. I started to make connections – realisations that I think would have never been realised if I hadn’t
crawled out of bed early on that Sunday morning to go to that conference. After Sothy had spoken about her
own journey to Kampuchea-Krom I found myself reflecting on the trip that I had made with my family to
Preah Trapeang (renamed Tra Vinh) when I was twelve years old.
Back then I was bratty little kid, unappreciative of the attempt my parents made to travel all the way to Preah
Trapeang for me to gain an understanding of where my parents came from, how they grew up and to finally
meet my grandmother and extended family. Back then I didn’t realise the poverty that the Khmer-Krom people were enduring. I didn’t recognise the fact that the Khmer woman down the road from my Aunty’s shop
was not buying two packets of dried noodles just because she needed it – it was all she could afford to feed
her entire family. Back then I didn’t realise that the reason behind my parents’ anxious and somewhat panic
stricken expressions at the airport was the fact that they were apprehensive to reveal their ethnicity as KhmerKroms to the Vietnamese authorities. Despite the fact that back then I did not truly understand the significance of such scenes as the ones I absentmindedly observed – due to Sothy’s presentation I finally made these
realisations.
The adversities of the Khmer-Krom people seemed like stories to me – a world so far away that I hardly ever
considered it in my day to day life. However, since the conference, I now realise that the irritated grumbles
that I heard from the older generation were not prejudice complaints but in fact the reality that the KhmerKrom society faced daily. I now realise that the damnation of one’s Khmer-Krom ethnicity, culture, values the very essence of one’s being as a Khmer-Krom – who they are as one’s own person is not just the reality of
Khmers living in Vietnam but also my own reality. This is not just their fight – but as a Khmer-Krom Australian it is also my fight, my responsibility, my obligation.
Whether my attendance at the Human Rights conference in Melbourne was an accident or a sign from the universe I am so thankful that I finally “woke up and smelled the roses”. Who said ignorance was bliss?
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Reflection on KKF Conference in Melbourne, Australia

“Another Chapter in My Life”
By Chanh-Thu Kien
Throughout my whole entire life I have listened to my father talk patriotically about the Cambodian land
that is now Vietnam. Throughout my life I have watched elders gather together to have their meetings ever
so often, Dad’s voice passionately telling me about the stories and the issues that were raised in the meetings. Regretfully I have never taken notice. Regretfully I never really understood. At the time I thought it
was the elders that had racial issues with the Vietnamese, but I didn’t understand that it was so much more.
On December 6th I volunteered to help with the KKF Human Rights Conference. I intended to stay in the
morning and decided to leave thereafter. But I was curious what this event was about. A stream of Cambodians paraded through the doors into the lecture theatre, different races, the old and the young, with their
information packs and pens ready. As the doors closed I could have easily advised the volunteers that I was
going to leave, but instead an overflow of curiosity devoured me and pushed me through the doors of the
lecture room.
I had missed the first hour of the speaker and was embarrassed as I had arrived late. However no one noticed as the focus on the speaker was intense. It felt like each individual was hanging on every word that
was delivered from the presenter.
I sat down and listened, listened to the history, to the heartache. An American woman from Human Rights
Watch spoke about the events in Vietnam, how the Khmer-Krom monks were defrocked and how people
were jailed for standing up for their rights. The images, the experiences that people shared in the lecture
room sent tears to my eyes. A flood of memories of Vietnam rushed back to me when I had visited my
Dad’s family. I remember walking into the airport and observing my Dad’s confident demeanor transform
into a hesitant and somewhat fearful character. His hands shook nervously as the officers checked our passports. As we walked away, my parents discussed the benefits of pretending to be full Vietnamese. Once we
arrived in Preah Trapeang (renamed Tra-Vinh), my father rushed away with our uncles to report to the
Vietnamese officials of our whereabouts. To me I thought this was strange. But all of this now made sense
to me.
My thoughts were interrupted by the next panel who represented themselves as the Youth. As they spoke, I
was deeply engrossed by their stories and events that lead them to become involved in the KKF. I was inspired and hungry to learn more. A charge of numerous thoughts and plans had taken over me and I knew I
wanted to be apart of something that was close to my heart.
Although the conference had lasted for two days, my understanding and my passion for my culture and
Khmer-Krom identity had soured to greater heights. This will be another chapter in my life that will not
only be gratifying but overall satisfying, satisfying that I can make a difference.
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Khmer Classes Run by Khmer-Krom Community in Ontario, CANADA
Jeffery Kim
The Khmer class has been started by a group of KhmerKrom community members in the city of Kitchener, Ontario,
Canada. The key local organizers consist of the Khmer
teacher- Acha Thach Ut, Mr. Tran An, Acha Thach Dek, Mr.
Thach Ral, Acha Ly Chuong, and Mr. Tran Lam, who have
volunteered their valuable time to start the class and to help
Khmer-Krom and Khmer youths to learn Khmer language,
and to foster the community living by all means.
The Kitchener class has approximately 15 Khmer students
attending, mainly of the elementary and high school students
from the city of Kitchener and the surrounding area. The
class is being conducted every Sunday at 1pm. The above
photo is the picture of the Kitchener class, with the teacher, and some of his students. It is currently being
held at a house. The Khmer-Krom Youth Committee of Ontario is currently looking for a community centre within the vicinity of the city of Kitchener, in order to conduct Khmer class in a decent manner.
The second photo of Mr. Sok Samnang and his students, is
another Khmer language class being run in the city of Toronto by the Khmer-Krom youth committee of Ontario, with
the help of Acha Kien Kim (president of Khmer-Krom temple in Hamilton), Acha Son Kieu, Mrs. Thach Thi Chia, Mr.
Thach CaoLap, Acha Kim Sakhach, Mr. Thach Mienn, and
Mr. Tram Buu Chau (president of Khmer-Krom Association
of Ontario).
The Toronto class is being held every Sunday from 9am12pm, at the Oakdale Community Centre (at Jane Street/
Grandravine Avenue in Toronto). The Toronto class can
physically hold up to 30 students; hence in 2009 the Youth Committee will continue to attract more students
to fill up the available spaces.
With this important initiative, the local Khmer-Krom members of the city of Hamilton, Ontario has now
promised to start the Khmer language class for the youths in that city. The Kitchener and Toronto KhmerKrom community have promised to help the Hamilton community in any way we can to start the third class.
So far our students and teachers, and the local supporters are very happy to have the Khmer language class
going so well. We, the Khmer-Krom community of Ontario, hope to keep up the good work.
“Okso roh luot, Chiat roh ley!” --- “Khmer Language Lost, Khmer Race demised!”
“Okso panak reil, Chiat kong vong!” ---“Khmer Language stay, Khmer Race long-live!”
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Activities of our Khmer-Krom Youths in New Zealand
Welcome KKF Delegation to New Zealand
By Thanh Ha Thach
On Sunday the 23 of November 2008 our three special guests arrived in New Zealand from Canada and
the United States. Lok Pu Thach Ngoc Thach flew from Canada and Lok Pou Sereivuth and Venerable
Berong Thach from the United States. We welcomed them with a BBQ party where all the adults and our
Khmer-Krom Youth Group came to be inspired by the older generation. Our Youth Group age ranges
from 12 to 25, mostly males, which is not that great. We ended our goodbye to our guests with memorable
group photos.
We all were surprised to find out that we were going to be in the front cover of the magazine. Lok Pu
Thach Ngoc Thach left us with an inspiring speech. We all felt really inspired and had realized that these
organizations (Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation and Khmers Kampuchea-Krom Federation Youth
Committee) are so real.
After the visit of our three guests we all felt that we could look up to them and try to make a difference to
someone’s life that is living in an undeveloped world. And appreciate that we are lucky to live in a developed world where education is free, has full rights to do whatever we want comparing to our unfortunate
people back home. This makes me think that I am living life for the right reason and that I am not living to
anger the planet or world, if I can save or make a difference in someone’s life.

The ceremony of Bonn Ork Oum Bok
Our Youth Group came together and celebrated the full moon night on the 13th of November. Our tradition is to eat sweet rice flakes with sweet potatoes and bananas. We played a traditional game and prayed
to the moon, wishing and bowing three times. After the Sand Lok Kear ceremony we started to talk about
scary ghost stories. It was a really good night, we all learnt something new about our tradition that we did
not know before. Coming together and learning new things about our culture with a celebration makes me
feel more confident to tell others about our exciting and cool tradition and culture. I also personality feel
more a part of this culture now after this ceremony. Being a part of our Khmer-Krom Youth Group makes
me feel that I am not alone anymore. We have to remember that nothing is boring, unless we make it boring and it is up to us to rock the fun out!

Khmer-Krom Youth Group celebrated Khmer Moon Festival
By Chanh Son
The Moon Festival is a tradition that we do once a year, at about 12 midnight the moon will be fully round
and that is when we eat sweet potatoes and sweet rice flakes and makes wishes while lighting incense and
praying to the moon.
On that night, our Youth Group has gathered to carryout this tradition. Unfortunately I was not there for
the first part of the celebration where we pray to the moon and make wishes because I had prize giving at
school. When I arrived, everybody was in the garage, a few candles were lit and we all sat there eating
sweet potatoes and sweet rice flakes mixed with sugar and coconut. It was really fun because we told
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ghost tales and everybody was quiet and listened carefully to the person who was telling the story. We all
took turns at telling a story. There were a few funny stories and a few scary ones. One of the boys in our
Youth Group told the best ghost story and it spooked everyone out. We had one of the guys wearing a white
mask to create this scary mask look as scary stories were being told. It was awesome because it shows that
everyone was enjoying themselves. We were all sitting in a circle and had candles in our hands and blankets
covering ourselves. I thought it was a good thing for all of us coming together learning more about our tradition and had so much fun at the same time. It is a night I will not forget.
Our tradition helps me understand about how people get together, and that night it made me feel like I became a family to everyone. It was good because we all communicated with each other and everyone participated in this festival. Everybody had given up their time to make this a fun night. There were about 30 to
40 people that night. Basically all the members of our Youth Group were there even though some had to
travel half an hour to 40 minutes in the car to get to Bong Raksa’s place where the celebration was held.

My Reflection on the Conference in Australia
By Raksa Kim
The first day of my arrival in Sydney, I was introduced to a group of amazing and inspiring people who
are passionate about stopping the human rights abuses against Khmer-Krom in Kampuchea-Krom by the
Vietnam Communist Government. I was overwhelmed by the number of people including monks that I
was introduced to that evening. They have travelled half way across the world to unite as one to commemorate the 60th Anniversary of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights by organising the three
days conference, one day in Canberra and two days in Melbourne, Australia. At that moment, I knew I
had a problem remembering everybody’s name and what country they are from. But over the course of
about two weeks, I managed to memorise everybody’s name and know which country they were from.
I was in Sydney for only two days. In the evening of my second day there, I met up with Bong Serey
from U.S.A and Bong Makara from France. It was a wonderful feeling. We have worked with each others for over a year now but never met each others face to face. We were so happy to see one another. We
then drove from Sydney to Canberra to get ready for the conference in the morning. It was a three hour
drive, so by the time we got to our accommodation, we were exhausted.
The first conference was at the Australian National University in
Canberra. I was surprised by the amount of effort, commitment,
dedication and compassion encompass within our Khmer-Krom
community in both Sydney and Melbourne. When we arrived at the
Melbourne Airport, there were people there ready to pick us up to
take us to our accommodation. Four of our guest speakers, Heisoo
Shin (Korean), Rafendi Kjamin (Indonesian) Sarah Comb
(American) and Jillian Thomsen (Australian), Sothy, Darline, Moni
and me were taken to a hotel to stay over night. We were told that
we will be picked up at 8.30am. At eight thirty on the dot, a car had
arrived to pick us up to take us to Monash University where the conference was held. This has shown me how capable our Khmer-Krom community is and how cooperative
they are. It takes a lot of hard work to pull off an event so big and they did it so successfully.
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Over 200 people including about 30 monks attended each
day of the two days conference at Monash University in
Melbourne. See so many people working so hard and so
well together brought me to tears and I am very hopeful
that one day we will get the rights to our ancestral land
and able to stop the Vietnam Communist Government
from abusing our Khmer-Krom families living in Kampuchea-Krom very soon. Self-determination is what we
are aiming for.
Each day during the conference and the days in between,
I was approached by many of our Khmer and KhmerKrom elders, youths and monks with love and support. They had given me so much motivation to continue
to work hard for our special cause that is worthy of fighting for. I discovered that I am not the only person
who works for our Khmer-Krom cause without wanting anything in return but all of the people I met share
the same passion as me. We all work very hard because we seek to see our Khmer-krom people in Kampuchea-Krom have the rights to live life in the spirit of freedom so that the souls and spirits of our ancestors
can rest in peace. As the days, weeks, months and years go by; our Khmer-Krom community is getting
stronger and stronger in each and every country around the world that we live in because the new generation
is well educated, well presented, well mannered and we have the lion’s heart that will never give up until we
get our rights of self-determination. I know we will succeed. If I was the Communist Vietnamese, I would be
very nervous.
I have learned many things during the conference; I do not know where to begin. I learned something from
absolutely everybody I met. Whether it was cooking or our khmer-krom value of sharing and caring, even
my Khmer language has improved. I have learned many things from our guest speakers from Korea, Indonesia, America, New Zealand and Australia. They are very inspiring people and I hope that they keep doing
what they do into the future because they can make a difference to the life of the people living around the
world. I truly admire their passion in the area of Human Rights. Planet Earth would be such a peaceful place
to live on if there were more people like Sarah, Heisoo, Rafendi, Jillian, Elizabeth and our other guest speakers.
I am thankful for the opportunity to participate and be part of the three days conference. It was an experience
of a life time. I am glad I got the opportunity to talk to and connect with other youths from around the world
especially the ones living in Australia. See their enthusiasm and willingness to help with our KKF and
KKFYC’s activities has given me so much hope. The youths I met have a lot of potential and most importantly, they want to help. We will start networking in January and set up a few Khmer-Krom youth groups
around Australia to help carryout KKF and KKFYC activities. By the end of 2009 we will have thousands of
Khmer and Khmer-Krom youths actively involve with our Khmer-Krom Human Rights movement.
One thing I know for sure, our work will be successful. Why? because we put our heart and soul out there to
carryout this Human Rights movement. Chey-Yo Khmer-Krom!!
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A Journey to Freedom - Part 1
By Peter Son
My journey to freedom is a long and dangerous one. Sneaking out of the country in the dead of night with
a group of elders marks the beginning of my journey. I found myself moving so quickly from my place of
birth (Kampuchea-Krom) to Cambodia, to Thailand, to Philippine, and finally to the United States; the
place where the sky is the limit. I was about seven years old when I began my journey away from my beloved birth place Kampuchea-Krom.
I remembered walking to the Vietnamese grade school in the rain and in the mud as high as my little
knees with flip-flop in one hand and a backpack in the other hand. After attending my primary education,
I remembered going to Khmer language classes at my home town temple. The classes were taught by
monks who volunteered their time to teach the local villagers. I remembered eating falling mango on my
way home from the long day of studying Vietnamese at the local school and Khmer at the temple. At
seven years old, I thought my life was as normal as any little kid’s life; going to school, tend the herd of
cows, and playing hide and seek during the dark of the night. Then one night, I found myself walking
with some elders away from my home town to an unknown destination.
It was later that morning when I found myself awakened by unfamiliar noises. I later found out that I was
riding on a train heading to a town in Cambodia to be united with my parents. The journey from my home
town to Cambodia took about one night and a whole day to reach. I was filled with joy to see my parents
again and I never got a full explanation of why they left me back home under the care of my grandparents.
But I got over it and started to attend Khmer school in my new adopted home town. I remembered being
told by my parents not to speak Vietnamese or have any Khmer-Krom accent at all when speaking Khmer
because I might be taken away by the Vietnamese authority that was in controlled of Cambodia. So I was
scared and followed what my parents had told me because I did not want to go back to Kampuchea-Krom
without my parents.
Again, one night my parents packed up and headed toward the countryside. I remembered getting off a
taxi moped and went into someone’s house. Later that night we were taken away in an ox-driven wooden
cart hidden under a bundle of hays. We were hiding under the hays so the Vietnamese security guards did
not spot us to question us and possibly deported us back to Kampuchea-Krom. Our fear magnified as we
approached the guards. The guards spotted the ox cart and questioned the couple who had pretended to go
to tend their harvest. The guards believed the couple’s story and let us passed. The following morning, I
found myself and my parents and our Guide in the middle of a rice field. Apparently we were waiting to
meet up with some Cambodian soldiers that will help and protect us during our journey to the Thailand
refugee camp. We waited in the middle of the rice field from dawn until noon and still we did not see any
soldier. We all started to panic because we can be easily spotted by the security guards and be taken away
or possibly killed. Just as our hope started to dry up there was a noise coming from the Guide’s walkytalky. The Guide stood up and saw the Cambodian soldiers signaling for us to walk toward them. I noticed everyone face lit up and started to walk in a single row toward the soldiers. We met up with the soldiers and we shared hand shakes and proceeded deeper into the country-side and well into the Cambodian
jungle; infested with wild animals, insects, Khmer Rouge soldiers, Vietnamese soldiers, and refugees just
like us trying to reach the Thailand refugee camp.
To be continued…Please see next edition for the final part.
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KATHINADĀNA
Namo Tassa Bhagavato Arahato Sammāsambudhassa
By Rev. Indapañño
It gives me immense pleasure once again in presenting you here of how the Khmer-Krom Buddhists practice and perform the Kathinadāna (Offering of Kathina Robe), traditionally in their homeland, the Vietnamese illegitimately-seized southern areas of Mekong Delta. As you all have well apprehended what the
meaning of Kathina is. Even so let me brief you furthermore regarding to what the Kathina term is meant
that firmness or stability. On account of the celebration of Kathina monks can get 5 privileges for a certain period. Monks are allowed to celebrate a Kathina ceremony within one month of completing their
Vassā which commenced on the first black day of Assuja (October) until 15th full moon day of Kattika
(November).
The robe which is offered by the devotees is called Kathina robe. The Kathina robe must be ‘‘fresh’’ according to the Buddha’s teaching. In other words, after accepting the Kathina robe, monks must perform
the Kathina robe ceremony at the Sīmā Hall on the same day. According to the Vinaya rules, if it is done
the next day, it is a ‘‘stale’’ robe. A ‘‘stale’’ robe is not allowed for the Kathina. The robe must be intended for the Sangha not for an individual.
Here, it ought to be kept in mind that why the fully Perfect Enlightened One permitted the Sangha to carry
out a Kathina ceremony. While the Buddha was at Savatthī, at the Jetavana monastery, in Anāthapindika’s
Park, a group of 30 monks, who practiced Dhutanga (austerities) in order to dispel their defilements, going to pay homage to the Exalted One, but they could not reach Savatthī in time. So they remained at
Sāketa city on the way to Savatthī for their Vassā. Because they were obliged to spend their Vassā away
from the Buddha they were not joyful. Immediately after finishing the vassā they left for Savatthī but it
was raining heavily during the trip. Since they were Dhutanga monks they had only three robes and bowl;
they did not have any umbrella like the present day monks do, so they were exhausted with caring for
their requisites when they eventually arrived at Savatthī to pay their obeisance to the compassionate One.
The Buddha greeted them and inquired about their journey. After hearing about their difficulties the Buddha made a decision that it would be good to allow the Kathina for such monks who used only three robes
so that they need not take any double robes when they traveled. Former Buddhas, too, had allowed the
Kathina. The Buddha proclaimed: ‘‘Monks, I allow monks who have completed their Vassā in a certain
place to perform a Kathina ceremony and the five privileges will be applied for all bhikkhus who have
already performed Kathina.’’ Those five privileges would last for five months until 15th full moon day of
Phagguna (March).
The donors of the Kathina robes can also get five results like the Sangha. In the Abhidhamma it states
‘‘Janeti sādisam pakam patisandhippavattiyam’’ which means ‘‘this giving produces similar results at
rebirth and during one’s lifetime.’’ The devotees who offer Kathina robes might:
1.Go anywhere without danger.
2.Whatever they eat they are in no danger from their food.
3.Their property cannot be destroyed by fire, water, wicked leaders, thieves and bad sons and daughters.
4.They can receive many clothes and
5.They can own many other possessions.
All these factors may be replaced with the five ĀNISAMSAS of Puññakiriyā (merit-making).
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At this crucial point, it is very interesting to note that in the modern time, there are more than five hundreds
Khmer-Krom Theravada Buddhist monasteries and approximately twelve millions of Khmer-Krom inhabitants in southern region of Vietnam. They have enshrined the present form of Buddhism since the ancient
period up to now. Concerning the celebration of Kathina in their fatherland, naturally speaking, they are performing to unite the people from all social status as well as preserve their valuable culture, religion and way
of life. From the beginning, whoever gained a right to celebrate the Kathina; they appeal and invite the
neighbors at large to take part in wholesome action-making by contributing financially and physically so as
to make the event successfully. In accompany with this, whatever funds yielded from are being dedicated to
build the social infrastructures such as a school, hospital, and bridge etc., surrounding their village pagoda.
Since cultural heritage and identity of Khmer-Krom can survive merely banking on the monastic institution.
Therefore, Wat (temple) plays a greater role in Khmer-Krom history. In case of this function, very unfortunately, Khmer-Krom Buddhists are unable to freely fulfill their duties as Lord Buddha’s prescription to hold
this ceremony one month at any day they wish. While under Vietnam’s created own law, Khmer-Krom Buddhists are only allowed to perform Kathina one day in most places in Kampuchea-Krom in opposition to the
Buddha’s permission. It is very ridiculous for the Vietnamese Communist to hold recent International
Visākha Pūjā Day from Buddhist perspective. How come they honour our Buddha’s teachings if every ethnic people in Vietnam still have limited right to nurture their belief.
In 2006 Vietnam has been triumphantly admitted as Member of WTO, and wiped out of the United States’
blacklist. These achievements, the Communist Government had to run a concoct campaign by inviting all
renowned Vietnamese in exile like the most Ven. Thich Nhat Hanh as the example to return to the country
freely, as well as telling the International Community that all religious restrictions have been lifted or removed. But somehow, that is only their facade and hypocrisies. We as Indigenous Peoples who International
Law recognized are still being subjected to abide by their strict and inhumane norm.
As above indicated, we, an active member of UNPO strongly call upon the American Government to put
Vietnam back to the former status of countries pressurize the freedom of religion and Human Rights violation.
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CMBUkTI2

= Chapter 2

emeronTI1 = LESSON 1
Samnang Kien

x

kho

q

chhor

uM

M

srah oom

srah awm

aM

.. srah ahm

xJúM..¿.eqA.¿.qMu.¿..kMu.¿.qa.¿.eqA.¿.ExsIha
Knhom, chhahw, choom, koom, chhah

chhahw,

khae saiy hah,

karsÞna = Conversation
sYsIþ!.xJúMeQµa¼sM.etImitþeQµa¼GIV? ( sure sdey! knoom chmous Som, ter mitt chmous
♦

avey ) = Hi! My name is Som. What’s your name?
♦

xJúMeQµa¼sUPI

♦

sM៖.etImitþeronfñak´TIb¨unµan? (Som: ter mitt rien thnak ty pun marn) = Som:

(knoom chhmous Sophie) = My name is Sophie
what

grade are you?
♦

sUPI៖ xJúMeronfñak´TImy
Ü . etImitþeronfñak´TIb¨unµanEdr? ( Sophie: knoom rien thnak ty
muoy, ter mitt rean thnak ti pun marn dae) = Sophie: I’m grade one. How about you?

♦

sM៖.xJúMk_eronfñak´TmI y
Ü Edr.GrKuN.xJúMlasinehIy (Som: knoom rien thnak ty muoy
dae, orkun, knoom lea sinh huhl) = Som: I’m grade one too. Thank you, good bye.

♦

sUPI៖caséf¶eRkayCÜbKña. (Sophie: jash, thngai kroy juop knear) = Sophie: yes, see
you later.
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